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Introductory Part I Part II Part HI Part IV Part V Final material

Pro trac^ti° na l categorisation, nouns, adjectives,
dev ° Uns ’ Vert&gt;s, and adverbs. Two chapters are
lan ° te&lt;^ t0 ver ^’ one on verbs in Nyulnyulan
f gaa ges, the other on Pama-Nyungan verbs. The
°f tk^ 18 ^ Far the better and more comprehensive

e descriptions, providing as it does paradigms
tPent^^ Ver^ s ’ listed according to the first seg-
of • f°^ ’de verb root; there is also a fair amount

from ° rinatlon on irregular verbs. One discerns
i nt . .Ide description that the authors had a good
v erh ^ a PP rec iation of the relatively complex
fop 5 Construction of Nyulnyulan languages. The
fixing8 Cha P ter on verbs in Pama-Nyungan (suf-
W ith g) ’ an § ua ges is concerned almost exclusively
c hoi a Sln ^’ e language, Karajarri - rather a poor
fart^, e 38 a re Presentative of the Pama-Nyungan
st ru ^ ln lhat it exhibits evidence of considerable
n yu i Ura l and lexical borrowing from the Nyul-
 le Ss ’ anguages immediately to the north. Doubt-
m 0st .^ajarn was chosen because the authors had
they ! n ^orma tion on it; unfortunately, however,
v e rb i 0 not really seem to have understood the

Very u s ^ stem of this language very well. The
sta nds ne ^ ^ na ^ c dapter of Part I, “Exclamations”
§tia&amp; e ° Ut m ’’dal il provides information on lan-
i n p art USa ^ e an d Ido ethnography of speaking,
 Wishes 1CU ^ ar ^-Notions and curses and good

Part II, “Dictionary English - Native Lan
guages,” is a 100-page finder list for the main
dictionary presented in Part III. Little information
is provided other than the names of the languages
in which the words are found. The usefulness of

the finder list is somewhat diminished by major
inconsistencies with the main dictionary, as dis
cussed in McGregor (2005).

Part III, “Dictionary Native Languages - En
glish (a Paradigmatic Syntax),” accounts for over
a half of the book. This part presents in a single
ideally alphabetical (there are numerous inconsis
tencies and errors in the ordering) list of around
nine thousand words from some thirty languages,
mainly from the northwest of the continent. The
size and scope of the dictionary can be appreciated
from the breakdown given in the table (next page).

The provenance of each word - actually the
headword entries include not just lexical words
but also grammatical words and some bound mor
phemes (those which, like case suffixes and en
clitics that are easily segmented) - is indicated
(with a number of accidental omissions) by an
abbreviation for the language name. In some cases

morphological paradigms are given, and fairly ex
tensive cross-references are made to phonetically
similar words in other languages; unfortunately
information on word class membership is provided


